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UNDER THE BAOBAB
GRIETJIE PRIVATE NATURE RESERVE
NEWSLETTER

ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS
BY IAN NOWAK
Bush greetings from Grietjie! The late season rains that have
fallen in the area have resulted in Grietjie looking lovely and
green. The veld conditions are exceptional for this time of year.
We have delayed our planned burning program due to the late
season rains. We still have some landowners that are resisting
the implementation of the burning plan and are attempting to
resolve this directly with them, so we don’t have to escalate it to
the Management Authority.
AGM: Please note that the AGM will take place on the 27th of
August 2022. The agenda and motions for the AGM will be
circulated by the 30th of July 2022. Please note that motions to
be submitted must comply with the laws of the Republic and our
NEMPAA declaration. The meeting will be dual medium to allow
for maximum participation.
Staff: Our staff are doing a great job and it is a pleasure to work
with these guys. At the AGM last year, we informed the members
that we employed Logan on a one year contract. That contract is
expiring at the end of June and although the committee is very
happy with Logan, we will still embark on a recruitment process
as discussed at the AGM last year. Logan will apply in
conjunction with the other candidates that respond to the
advertisement. This is in no way an indication that we are not
happy with him (on the contrary), we are just following the
process we committed to last year. We have convened a
selection panel that will shortlist candidates for the committee’s
consideration. I personally do not believe we will get anyone
better than Logan but the process will determine if that is the
case.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS
Gate: I reported last time that we won our case against RAL
with regard to the privatisation of the access road. RAL were
instructed to make a decision within 30 days after receiving
the court order. Unfortunately, the Polokwane high court
issued the incorrect order! They re-issued the one from Part
A of the case which we already won in 2019. Mr JC Kriek our
attorney has personally gone to the high court to get this
rectified. Once the correct order has been issued then the
30 days will begin. We remain confident that they will make
a positive ruling due to their previous losses against us.
Mr Terry Schulze from ONGR and Jason are overseeing the
installation of the new gate system. The providers are
currently addressing some requirements that are specific to
ONGR and ORGR. We will advise owners of how to use the
new system once the installation and testing have been
completed.

''NOBODY HAS YOUR
BACK LIKE YOUR
MAMA - LOVE HER
WHILE SHE'S STILL
ALIVE''...
- ANONYMOUS -

Building and the Building Sub-Committee (BSC): The
BSC has now been absorbed into the regular committee. We
have co-opted and welcomed Mr Gary Bourn to be the main
contact for BSC issues. He has hit the ground running and is
doing a great job. All BSC enquiries can still be sent directly
to grietjiecomms@gmail.com
Title Deed Endorsement: The MEC has signed the required
documentation for endorsement of the title deeds. All the
participating Title Deeds need to be sent or delivered to:
Coetzee v/d Merwe Attorneys
Att: Ms Annah Sithole
No 4 Tovanco Building
20 Palm Avenue
Phalaborwa
1390
This applies to non-bonded properties. The attorneys will
communicate with the banks directly for those participants
that have bonds.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS
For clarification, the endorsement process has been
undertaken so that participants can get the benefit of the tax
rebates and Municipal rates when that becomes applicable.
It does not affect a properties declaration status or mean
that the declaration already gazetted on 17 July 2020 is not
binding. The properties listed in the gazette are legally
declared in terms of NEMPAA whether the endorsement
proceeds or not.
Balule: We concluded our follow up dehorning program as
planned and managed to dehorn the individuals we wanted
to do. We will do another round end of September and
October to do the other animals that come to Balule during
that period. I would like to thank everyone that supported the
Balule Trust to make this intervention possible.
The wild dogs that arrived from Pafuri teamed up with the 2
males that were seen in the north of BNR regularly. They
went out the fence on Maseke and travelled northwest until
they reached an area near to the Selati Game Reserve
boundary. After the collar from the one female downloaded
at the same spot for 2 days we asked LEDET to follow up.
Unfortunately, the collard dog was found dead at that
location. No foul play was suspected, and it seemed as
though she was killed by hyenas. The remaining 6 dogs are
still on the loose with a most recent sighting on the R530
near the tunnel. The EWT will try and capture them to be
returned to BNR.

''OUR PRIME
PURPOSE IN THIS
LIFE IS TO HELP
OTHERS. AND IF YOU
CAN'T HELP THEM
ATLEAST DON'T HURT
THEM''...
DALAI LAMA

The other pack that denned on Olifants West last December
which also has 3 Kruger females, is denning again on BNR.
They successfully raised 3 of their original 5 pups so
hopefully they will be successful with this again.
Until next time.

Ian Nowak
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ECOLOGY / CONSERVATION Ian Owtram - APRIL / MAY 2022:
Please see attached article written
by Ian Owtram.

"SOMETIMES I
DREAM I AM A
TIGER BUT I
ALWAYS WAKE UP
A HYENA..."
TABAQUI, MOWGLI
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RESERVE MANAGER/WARDEN
LOGAN VAN ZYL - APRIL 2022:
SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL:
No burglaries reported unless you want to call a Hyena steeling a game camera a burglary.
We will have random patrols with the Rangers each week in different areas.
Just a reminder to owners that the speed limit is 40km/ph.
GAME MANAGEMENT & SIGHTINGS:
Animals in a good condition.
We have darted 4 Giraffe for research purposes.
We also darted an Elephant on Doreen to replace her collar.
We had good Lion sightings.
Hippo walked all the way up Ian Owtram's entrance.
Elephant sightings were plentiful.
2 Ground Hornbill spotted on Nr 65.
There were a few Buffalo sightings.
Had a Leopard and Porcupine standoff on Nr 43.
Brown Hyena spotted at Nr 21.
Saddle bill stork and African hawk eagle sharing a waterhole sighted at Nr 67.
VEGETATION:
The reserve is green and will remain green still for a while after the late rain we received this month.
The grass is tall this year and have a lot of fuel to burn. Please make sure you have a fire break around your
house.
The volunteers took out about 10 loads of Queen of the Night's out at Nr 47.
CLIMATE AND RAINFALL:
We have had 52mm rainfall for April and 400mm for the season.
Day temperatures are still moderate, with a number of 25-34deg recorded.
Night temperatures are moderate in the 12-16deg.
R0ADS:
We are maintaining the dirt roads by filling up with gravel.
We will start stock piling gravel for fixing the other half of Zebra Lane.
We started with tar section on Doreen road.
OTHER MATTERS:
The activity is less of Elephants, Buffalo and even Lion on the R40 so when you drive to Phalaborwa at night
please keep your eyes open.
We had one incident where a BMW X5 crashed into a Buffalo bull, the Buffalo was fine and walked off but can't
say the same for the car as he continued his journey on a lowbed.
There was also two incidents where Elephant overturned a game viewer, one was inside Balule and the other one
on a neighbouring reserve. Please keep a safe distance from Elephants.
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT.
Logan van Zyl
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RESERVE MANAGER/WARDEN
LOGAN VAN ZYL - MAY 2022:
SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL:
No burglaries reported.
We will have random patrols with the Rangers each week in different areas of the reserve.
Just a reminder to owners that the speed limit is 40km.
GAME MANAGEMENT & SIGHTINGS:
Animals in a good condition.
We have a Wild Dog with a potential snare on and also one with a collar that is not working. So if
anyone sees any Wild Dogs please let myself, Bjorn or Ian know immediately.
There was 4 different Elephant herds on the same day at Nr 50, 51, 56.
Hippo walked on River road all the way to the 4-way more regularly.
Wild Dogs spotted a few times on Grietjie.
There is Buffalo sightings constantly between the old gate and Chacma turn-off.
Leopard very active on Nr 10, 11, 12 and Nr 13.
Sighting of a big Python at Picnic site 2.
VEGETATION:
We had another good downfall of rain and the grass will remain green still for a while after the late
rain.
The Red Bush Willow and Knob Thorn started to loose their leaves and is a good sign of winter
approaching.
The volunteers took 104 Queen of the Night's out at Nr 47.
We will be conducting fire breaks at Nr 43 and Nr 51 in the next month weather permitted.
CLIMATE AND RAINFALL:
We have had 86mm rainfall for May and 583mm for the season.
Day temperatures are still moderate with a number of 23-29deg recorded.
Night temperatures are moderate in the 7-13deg.
R0ADS:
We are maintaining the dirt roads by filling up with gravel.
We will start stock piling gravel for fixing the other half of Zebra Lane.
We already tarred 200m on Doreen road.
OTHER MATTERS:
The activity is less of Elephant, Buffalo and even Lion on the R40 so when you drive to Phalaborwa at
night please take care.
Lions caught a baby Giraffe on Doreen road in front of Nr 102 entrance and they dragged it about 50m
from the road.
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT.
Logan van Zyl
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Our Planet in Dire Straits:

Dear Grietjies,

This morning we were once again greeted by very sad news on the early news bulletin
about the terrible floods that occurred in Kwa-Zulu Natal. At some places about 270mm
rain was reported in 24Hrs. And this, after the destructive rains 5 weeks ago, that took the
lives of 448 people, and caused damage to infrastructure and property worth billions of
rands.
Last week Queensland in Australia was also hit by terrible floods, and in some instances
small towns and villages were completely submerged. On the other hand, some parts of
the world are experiencing devastating droughts, like in the Eastern parts of Africa. Even
in France, in the wheat producing areas, a crippling drought is ravaging the crops. In India,
record high temperatures are recorded which cause water shortages in the North Eastern
parts of the country. And in Spain, a heatwave caused temperatures to soar to unbearable
levels.
So, on a daily basis, we are inundated with catastrophic news of severe and excessive
weather conditions. Most of these extreme weather events are, according to scientists
caused by Global Warming and Climate change, and especially the high levels of carbon
dioxide emissions. If we go back to the beginning, we find this primary instruction:
"And God blessed them, and God said unto them, be fruitful, and multiply and replenish
the Earth and subdue it: And have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of
the air and over every living thing that moveth upon Earth." - Genesis 1 v 28.
And now, centuries later, we rule so devastatingly over the Earth that our Poles are
melting, we kill our Oceans with plastic debris, we compromise and jeopardise our marine
life, we cut down our natural forests and we pollute our atmosphere with tons of poisonous
and dangerous gasses. Especially as a result of the huge amounts of carbon dioxide that
is released into the atmosphere.
In an interview on RSG, Prof. Francois Engelbrecht from the Global Change Institute at
Wits University, said the following:
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Our Planet in Dire Straits:

The last 7 years were the warmest years ever recorded since weather statistics were
being taken.
Last year (2021) was the 5th warmest year ever recorded despite 2021 being a "La
Nina" year.
The warmer the atmosphere gets, the more dampness and humidity develops and the
more clouds develop, and more heavy rains and violent storms develop.
The warmer temperature of the atmosphere causes more energy to be released, and as
a result of that, more intense thunderstorms and heavy downpour develops.
At present the Earth is about 1.1deg Celsius warmer than what it should be, which
eventually causes more extreme weather conditions.
All the statements above are closely linked to the massive amounts of carbon dioxide
being released into the atmosphere. At the last meeting of the World Economic Forum
climate change was singled out as the World's biggest threat, despite the ongoing Covid
pandemic and the war in Ukraine and elsewhere in the world. According to them our planet
is on a sliding, slippery slope - in a critical battle for survival!!!
The United Nations recently warned that by 2030 there will be 1.5 nature disasters in the
World daily, which amounts to 560 disasters per year - an alarming prediction! And then
there is the issue of uncontrolled de-forestation. A while ago I read a summary of an article
in the Financial Mail written by Dr. Ruaan Steyn of North West University called "The
Financial Worth of Trees". He says that trees are massive factories that take CO2 from the
atmosphere. Trees are also "urban islands" which absorb the impact of excessive heat.
According to his article a full-grown tree absorbs about 20-30kg of CO2 from
atmosphere per year, in order to release oxygen to the atmosphere again. So,
forestation is a terrible set-back to the oxygen levels of our planet. Even in our
Limpopo Province people chop down Mopani trees to be sold as fire wood. They claim
it is the only way to create an income.

the
deown
that

Our marine life is also under threat. Scientists have come the conclusion that the Northern
Right Whales in our Southern Ocean are losing a lot of body mass and there is a definite
decline in the number of babies that are born. This can also be attributed to climate
change, increased levels of CO2 and less food in the Ocean for them. So, they have to
travel vast distances in the Ocean to find sustainable food.
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Our Planet in Dire Straits:

So, if we take all these alarming facts into consideration, one can definitely say that
mankind is without a doubt our planet's worst enemy! Our planet is carrying a heavy load!
A huge part of the Earth's deterioration can be attributed to the destruction that man's
greed and hunger for power and supremacy are causing...
We can almost come to the conclusion that our Earth is running on empty! The question
that is paramount here is:
"What can you and I do to make a difference?".
Maybe we can start with small little gestures to support nature:
Plant an indigenous tree every month! Instead of chopping trees down rather plant new
ones to substitute.
Try to draw the line as far as plastic is concerned. We should all refuse the plastic bags
that the shop assistants so diligently want to sell to us.
And then the important issue that the World has to consider is: Reduce carbon pollution
as much as possible. Renewable energy should be of primary importance.
If only everyone of us contribute his/her small little bit to try and save our planet. If
everyone of us just take a tiny teeny weeny little step to cherish and love and care for our
immediate environment, then there should already be a small little light in a tunnel of
despair.
So let's stand together and make a difference. Remember, our planet is a one-time offer Handle it with care!
Kind greetings and regards,
Annelise du Plessis #69.
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GRIETJIE AS SEEN THROUGH
YOUR LENS...
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CLASSIFIEDS and ADVERTISEMENTS
COETZEE & VAN DER MERWE
Prokureurs | Aktevervaardigers | Boedelbereddaraars
Attorneys | Conveyancers | Estate Adminstrators
PHALABORWA BRANCH

HOEDSPRUIT BRANCH

Tel:15 781 1356/6/7 | Fax 015 781 1141
Address:
4 Tovanco Building
Palm Ave, Phalaborwa
Email:
deeds2@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za
lit@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

Tel: 015 793 1113/4 | Fax: 015 793 1440
Address:
166 Moose Rd,
Hoedspruit

GLASS MONKEY BEADS

SH’ZEN - There is so much love!

HANDMADE MURANO GLASS BEADS
GLASS BEAD JEWELRY
BEAD MAKING WORKSHOPS

Email:
hoedspruit@costzeevdmerwe.co.za

A more beautiful you, naturally!
Please contact me should you wish to be added onto our
mailing list to view our weekly / monthly specials.

ARUNA MOHAN
GLASSMONKEYBEADS@CLOUD.COM
FACEBOOK: GLASS MONKEY BEADS
+27 (0) 79 38 64 325

PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS
- ARE YOU GETTING TIRED OF YOUR BLUNT
KNIVES?
- DOES YOUR CUTTING EDGE NEED AN
UPGRADE?
BRING THEM TO PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS TO
HAVE THEM SHARPENED TO A RAZORS EDGE.
LIFELONG GUARANTEE ON ALL YOUR
HANDMADE UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE
071 903 3270 – PORTION 77

Consultant: Odette Dart
Cell Nr: 0824500971
Email: dartodette@gmail.com

VIRTUAL MUTSAMI

Professional Web
Development
We build MOBILE
FRIENDLY web &
applications &
E-COMMERCE STORES
using WORDPRESS.
Contact Tracey
082 424 7527
Email:
tracey@mutsami.co.za

CONTINUED....
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE...

For all your canvas printing needs.
Contact:
Wayne Calitz on 082 447 2331
Email: wayne.sprocky@gmail.com
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Getting I.T. Done!!!
Contact:
Tyler +27 (0) 714 0966
Email:
tyler@tytytech.co.za
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TLB FOR HIRE

Contact Ivan: 082 388 2159
Grietjie NO. 67
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SEE YOU NEXT TIME!
UNDER THE BAOBAB
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